
Speculating on real estate, like picking

stocks, is never an exact science.

Hence the popular investment

disclaimer, “past performance is no

guarantee of future returns.”

Still, many Hoosiers (particularly

those in Greensburg and Decatur

County) want to know how a major

economic coup (Honda) might

prompt additional community growth.

In this case, the influence of a now

11-year-old Toyota plant in Princeton

can be used to predict, though not

guarantee, how the Honda auto facility

and its 2,000-plus jobs might impact

the Greensburg area.

An overview of the Toyota complex and the surrounding properties in Princeton.

By Jonathan Wales
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“There is a trickle-down positive effect
(on real estate) when wage growth and labor
growth occurs,” reveals Tag Birge, first vice
president of Midwest development for Lauth
Property Group. “The average wage in Decatur
County was $15 per hour and Honda’s is $24.”

Higher levels of discretionary income are
almost always beneficial for restaurants, retailers
and other local businesses. Birge predicts that
while Greensburg might be able to attract a
few new businesses, the main benefit will be
for those that already have a presence in town.

What happened in Princeton
Tim Mason, broker/owner for RE/MAX

Midwest, worked in Princeton when Toyota
first came to town. “Commercial real estate
values spiked early because of speculation and came back
down some but were still much higher than pre-Toyota,” he
reports. Birge speaks of a similar spike occurring in
Greensburg after the Honda announcement was made.

The residential segment of the real estate market increased
and maintained that growth with greater consistency than

Princeton’s commercial property values. “Housing jumped right
after the announcement by about 10%, and we had several
years of that kind of growth,” Mason informs. “About 10 years
later it spiked again as people that had been commuting to work
started feeling more comfortable that the plant would maintain.”

Continued on page 43

Early-stage work takes place at the
Honda site in Greensburg.
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A recurring theme among Princeton business leaders is
that not all growth associated with Toyota happened in the
initial phase.

“For restaurants and retail to come in, it took about 10
years. At first, it is just housing speculation and industrial,”
Mason explains.

Case in point: the currently under
construction Menards home improvement
outlet. No doubt, this retailer and many
others chose to operate in Princeton
because of the added customer base
the Toyota plant provides.

Mason credits the steadfast
operation of the plant with the
commercial real estate sector’s continued
growth. “Businesses say, ‘This is for
real, people are working and there are
5,000 employees at Toyota alone.’ ”

Greensburg expectations
Birge and other real estate experts

realize that future Honda-related growth
will occur if large-scale suppliers
enter the area. While several Indiana
companies outside of Greensburg
have already announced expansions
because of the auto plant, scheduled
to open in 2008, no major suppliers
have committed to building in Decatur
County at this point. Todd Mosby,
executive director of the Gibson County
Economic Development Corporation,
is the first to point out that doesn’t
mean they won’t later on.

“We’re sitting here 10 years after
the plant (Toyota) came to fruition and
there are still major suppliers thinking
of coming in, so the opportunity
never ends,” he claims.

Realizing the potential for growth
over time provides Greensburg with a
strategic advantage that Princeton
never had.

Mosby recalls recently telling a
Greensburg economic development
group to “think about what you want
to look like in 10 years and plan how
to get there,” adding, “There are so
many positive things that will happen
in Greensburg if Honda is as good a
corporate partner there as Toyota has
been here.”
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Resources: Tag Birge, Lauth Property Group, at 
(317) 848-6500

Tim Mason, RE/MAX Realty, at (812) 386-3222

Todd Mosby, Gibson County Economic Development
Corporation, at (812) 385-2134

Real Estate Impact
Continued from page 41


